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Abstract
Regulatory responses to dark patterns often rely on expert assessments of design interfaces to evaluate
whether users are being subjected to manipulation or deception. In this article, I unpack expert assess-
ments of dark patterns used to solicit user consent and argue that regulatory action should explicitly
reckon with questions about whose expertise is consulted. I conclude by discussing how deliberative
mechanisms can be valuable for expanding the range of both experts andmodes of expertise in identifying,
evaluating, and ultimately regulating dark patterns.
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1. Introduction

You click on a link to a news article. A new tab opens in your browser and a web page renders.
You begin reading the headline when a pop-up module appears, obscuring the text. The module
confronts you with a menu of toggle switches about various types of cookies. Strictly necessary:
on or off? Analytics: on or off? Functional? Personalization? Performance? Some are selected
by default, others are not. Reading all the fine print on this module would be onerous. You
glimpse a line that says, “blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience on the
site….” It seems necessary to agree with everything in order to move on and read the article—just
like agreeing to privacy policies or terms of service—and you don’t want a subpar experience,
so you click “accept all” and move on.

Or perhaps you don’t. Perhaps you recognize that this is a case of obstruction—a kind of dark
pattern—because these cookies are truly optional. Perhaps you are aware of the right to make
an independent decision about your consent and that your decision cannot be used to diminish
your website experience, as stipulated by your local data protection law.

Prior research has demonstrated that socioeconomic factorsmay correlatedwith the likelihood
that you fall into one category or the other. For example, scholars have conducted surveys to
find that age, education, income, and race may predict digital literacy and privacy behavior in
some contexts [1, 2]. These are important findings that can be used to prioritize marginalized
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perspectives and experiences in identifying and curbing manipulative and deceptive design
practices.

One explanation for disparate outcomes is that individuals lack access to information and
skills to develop informed decisions about online privacy—in other words, they lack privacy
literacy [3]. According to this framework, based on the knowledge gap hypothesis, increasing
individuals’ knowledge of online privacy will improve their privacy behaviors and outcomes [4].
Some examples of categories of knowledge that contribute to online privacy literacy include
awareness of technical aspects of data collection, about laws related to data protection, and
about user strategies for exercising privacy [3].

This framework is premised on a rational model of privacy behavior: new, relevant knowledge
will lead to better informed decisions. However, empirical evidence also suggests that a sufficient
level of privacy literacy may never be attainable because it simply may not exist given the rapid
development of new technologies and design practices. For example, a nationally representative
survey in the US demonstrated that individuals lacked the knowledge to meaningfully consent
to data collection, raising the question of whether consent can and should continue to serve as
a legally valid basis for companies to collect personal data [5]. In other words, privacy literacy
may be so deficient that there is little hope that the public can ever catch up.

The framework is also premised on a contested understanding of privacy as an individual
value. Instead, privacy scholars have advocated for recognizing privacy as a fundamentally social
phenomenon–especially in the case of information privacy [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Indeed, scholars have
argued that individualizing privacy—both as a right and as a behavioral prescription—capitulates
to the depoliticizing impulse of “digital resignation” [11, 12] cultivated by the architecture of
contemporary “platform societies” [13, 14, 15]. These critiques suggest that solutions should not
necessarily be found in training or empowering individuals but rather in addressing structural
conditions.

These latent values and assumptions are embedded in how the opening anecdote was framed–
as a case of individual responsibility and deficient literacy. But this interpretation is not
inevitable. What might an alternative reading look like?

In this article, I argue that evaluating and explicitly accounting for expertise can help address
the contested premises of the privacy literacy model in identifying, evaluating, and ultimately
regulating dark patterns. This intervention responds to regulatory models that often rely
on expert assessments of design interfaces to evaluate whether users are being subjected to
manipulation or deception. Specifically, I examine and unpack expert assessments of user
consent by drawing on two bodies of scholarship—evaluating technical expertise and feminist
analysis of consent—and then I outline an emergent model for governing dark patterns based
on deliberative mechanisms. I conclude by arguing that regulatory action should explicitly
reckon with questions of whose expertise-and in what form-is consulted and included by HCI
scholarship and policy advice.

2. The Relevance of Expertise

Expertise is a complex analytic developed largely by sociologists and science and technology
studies (STS) scholars to account for various experiences and controversies over claims to



(especially scientific) knowledge. An intuitive understanding—which largely aligns with the
definition of privacy literacy above—may interpret expertise to be specialized knowledge,
skills, or abilities in a particular domain possessed by an individual. However, this definition
has been scrutinized and subjected to symmetrical analysis by also understanding expertise
as a social construction. The latter conceptualization has helped scholars consider how and
whether expertise can and should be democratized and deconstructed by, for example, evaluating
scientific knowledge on the same terms as other forms of knowledge. Altogether, however,
prior literature does not agree on a single definition that captures what expertise is as much as
it has demonstrated various ways in which expertise is a valuable tool to expand and refine
analysis. These debates have also opened up distinct but related normative questions about
what the role of expertise should be. In this section, I identify key elements of this debate and
demonstrate how they can be applied to privacy literacy and governing dark patterns.

One key distinction in understanding expertise is identifying it as either an attribute or
an attribution. As an attribute, expertise refers to knowledge, skills, or abilities (henceforth,
“capabilities”) in a specific domain that can be possessed by an individual or community, similar
to the definition of privacy literacy described previously. Meanwhile, as an attribution, expertise
refers to a qualification recognized by others; it is thus a fundamentally relational dynamic that
depends on social recognition rather than objective or abstract truth [16]. In other words, these
approaches differ by locating expertise either “inside” or “outside” individuals [17].

In the case of dark patterns, both definitions help to understand how expertise has been
operationalized in prior research, albeit implicitly. On one hand, content analyses of interfaces
often rely on credentialed researcher teams who draw on their domain knowledge to identify
whether design patterns qualify as manipulate or deceptive or not [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. On the
other hand, user studies and experimental research identify dark patterns based on participants’
experiences and behaviors [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Thus, it appears that both kinds of
expertise–an as attribute organically possessed by all people and as an attribution earned
through recognition for relevant experience–are valued in empirical research on dark patterns.

However, the question of which of these sources of expertise should be solicited, included, and
prioritized in research, governance, and policy is a key decision for HCI and policy communities.
On one level, it may be consequential in terms of leading to different outcomes: do users’ and
experts’ assessments align? Which users, specifically? Can users’ experiences be automated
through algorithmic or AI systems at scale?

In addition, distinguishing between the two approaches to expertise can be consequential for
how and whether the public(s) is included. This is especially true when non-expert communities
disagree with expert assessments by asserting different forms of knowledge that are not recog-
nized as credentialed expertise [31]. A classic example is from the 1980s when AIDS activists
asserted their “lay expertise”–such as their familiarity with norms and practices among patient
communities that deviated from researchers’ expectations–to influence clinical trials, ultimately
working together with research teams to develop more robust and efficacious trials [32]. In
that case, patients had to invest in acquiring cultural competence by developing interactional
practices, learning new vocabulary, and accessing conferences so that credentialed medical
practitioners would take seriously their experiences and perspectives. Thus, “lay expertise” can
be a key source of local, embodied, subjective, or experiential knowledge, and either including
or excluding lay expertise carries epistemic and political implications.



One way to address the potential value of lay expertise is to measure expertise not by an in-
dividual’s credentials but rather according to the content of their knowledge. Harry Collins and
Robert Evans’s framework distinguishes expertise based on different forms of knowledge—with-
out referring to lay people or experts but rather to ubiquitous and specialist knowledge and
expertise [16]. In the first level, they distinguished ubiquitous expertise from specialist expertise.
Ubiquitous expertise refers to capabilities possessed by all members of a society, such as natural
language communication. Specialist expertise is further divided into the categories of ubiquitous
knowledge, interactional expertise, and contributory expertise. Ubiquitous knowledge refers to
“low levels” of knowledge that is ascertainable through activities such as reading or memorizing
but don’t require immersive experience. This includes information that could be studied and
evaluated in a game of trivia or the ability to recite facts about theoretical physics after reading
an article in the popular press. Interactional expertise, on the other hand, is “the ability to
master the language of a specialist domain in the absence of practical competence” (p. 14). For
example, a scholar may be able to peer review a journal manuscript even if it is only adjacent to
their area of specialty but not overlapping. Finally, contributory expertise is “what you need to
do an activity with competence” (p. 14) that is accepted by a mutually recognized community
of experts.

Collins and Evans’s framework can serve as a rubric to evaluate privacy literacy as it relates
to detecting dark patterns. Privacy literacy is generally not a low-level form of ubiquitous
expertise or ubiquitous knowledge because, by definition, it is not an intuitive capability
naturally available to all people. Instead, it requires some education and training. This likely
qualifies as a form of interactional expertise, which is developed and assessed by meeting
standards and expectations. However, these expectations are not created in a vacuum; they are
“developed through socialization into a collectivity of expert practitioners, with the performance
judged by, and held accountable to, the standards of the relevant peer community” (p. 767) [16].
Thus, while privacy literacy in general has already been developed through specific mechanisms
such as survey questions [3, 5], it is still being developed in the specific domain of regulating
dark patterns, where a peer community is currently in formation through efforts such as the
present workshop.

3. Toward “A View From Somewhere”

The contemporary moment–developing institutional structures such as standard definitions and
a formalized community–is a crucial moment for intentionally defining what forms of expertise
are centered in identifying, evaluating, and regulating dark patterns. After all, the definitions
and standards developed in this space will implicitly set inclusion and exclusion criteria which
may create barriers for particular categories of “lay” people–especially those with marginalized
identities. This includes marginalized identities that are often protected by statutory law, such
as age and physical ability in some jurisdictions, but also forms of marginalization such as
neurodiversity, caste, and class. To be clear, in developing this analysis the intent is not to take
away from the well-intentioned, analytically rigorous, and generous work pursued in the dark
patterns scholarly community. Instead, the goal is to step back and call attention to questions
relevant to any project or scholarly community–but especially when the opportunity and the



urgency for regulatory intervention is so imminent and broadly supported.
In addition, these questions index a broader normative question about what the role of

different forms of expertise should be–in other words, whose expertise should count toward
identifying, evaluating, and regulating dark patterns (and technology policy more broadly)?
This question alludes to a public, political dilemma about whether expertise should be defined
and used to drive technocracy–in which decisions are made by experts entrusted to exercise
their unique technical knowledge–or participatory democracy–in which citizens are empowered
to scrutinize authority and contribute their (lay) expertise to public debates [17].

A key concern about upholding professionalized technical expertise–and the technocracy
model in general–is that standards and definitions may be devitalized by structural power
dynamics such as corporate incentives for data accumulation. For example, when liable compa-
nies translate data privacy laws into specific compliance procedures, the labor of interpreting
ambiguous requirements is often entrusted to software developers because of their presumed
technical expertise [33]. However, developers are often uncertain about how to proceed, and
thus rely on standards and managerial practices set by large institutions such as platform
companies that promote a vacuous interpretation of privacy to avoid disrupting their business
models that rely on nearly indiscriminate data collection [34]. For example, Alice Marwick
has identified the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) as an institutional
actor that has professionalized privacy work by developing norms, standards, and accreditation
resources that transform complex values about privacy into managerial procedures and project
management practices [35]. Marwick identities this perspective as a “view from nowhere” that
perpetuates existing power dynamics that favor corporate, institutional actors over shifting
structural relations.

In this article, I take up this claim as a charge to uphold a situated analysis–a view from
somewhere–with explicit, intentional sensitivity to expertise and, by extension, power and
public participation. I argue that such an approach is crucial for defining whose expertise, and
in what form, will guide the identification and evaluation of dark patterns. Of course, where
that “somewhere” is located can originate from various theoretical perspectives with different
implications. Thus, in the following section, I discuss how feminist analysis of consent draws
attention to embodied subjectivity as a source of expertise.

4. Feminist Analysis of Consent

Soliciting individuals for valid consent is a key, commonly used mechanism for collecting
personal data that is permitted by data privacy laws such as the General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR). In response, scholars have pursued empirical evaluations through algorithmic
audits and user studies of consent interfaces to determine whether the consent they collect is
“valid” and what are the resulting implications for user outcomes [25, 36, 37]. Collectively, these
studies illustrate a specific kind of expertise about what constitutes valid consent: an abstract,
formalized, often binary condition that can be evaluated at scale and through automated means.
Such studies have been instrumental for helping regulators identify targets for enforcement
action, but they represent a limited analysis of consent.

Feminist scholars have long explored and unpacked consent as an analytic and argued that



consent is not a stable, discrete, binary, individual choice but rather a structural relation rooted
in subjectivity [6, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. For example, this has been applied to develop
a model of affirmative consent, such as the FRIES model, which was developed by Planned
Parenthood and defines “affirmative consent” according to five criteria: freely given, reversible,
informed, enthusiastic, and specific. Scholars and practitioners alike have advocated for adopting
the FRIES model to build and design consentful technologies and policy [44, 46].

This conceptualization of consent shifts the nature of expertise from a rational abstraction to
an embodied subjectivity. For example, algorithmic methods evaluating consent interfaces at
scale and through automated means cannot meaningfully assess whether a design interface
solicits consent that is enthusiastic. This exemplary criterion of the FRIES model illustrates how
the impulse to evaluate consent at scale displaces embodied, subjectively affective experiences
of consent. In other words, algorithmic audits foreclose user subjectivity by focusing exclusively
on the accuracy of transmission and generally disregarding how consent traverses contexts and
mediates relations beyond users and their data–in other words, privacy as a social phenomenon,
as discussed previously. By emphasizing invalid consent at scale, then, algorithmic audits of data
privacy laws privilege institutional actors over users and their subjective, contextual, embodied
relationships to personal data.

Some may argue that a “higher” standard of valid consent imposes excessive burden on
regulatory possibilities. However, the FRIES model is not necessarily a higher standard but
rather a model of consent founded on an altogether different premise. This can be seen through
each model’s relationship to expertise. A model of valid consent based on formal rules and
algorithmic evaluation understands consent as an explicit, abstract phenomenon, whereas the
FRIES model understands consent to be fundamentally tacit and practical; in other words,
consent is experiential, relational, and social. Another fundamental difference is that the
FRIES model is uniquely sensitive to structural conditions. Algorithmic audits and studies at
scale address structural inequalities by evaluating differential outcomes across socioeconomic
demographic categories, especially protected categories such as race, age, or gender. However,
the FRIES model seeks to address structural injustice by holistically evaluating the quality of
consent according to its embodied integrity rather than simply the efficiency of its outcomes.

5. Conclusion

In this article, I have argued that the social construction of expertise is a relevant question that
merits scrutiny and debate among the professional community(ies) advocating for regulatory
action about dark patterns. I discussed several dimensions of expertise, including whether it
is an attribute or attribution, whether expertise is assigned according to mutual recognition
from an expert community or if it can be found within individuals, including “lay” people, and
whether the nature of relevant expertise is best represented through formal logic amenable
to algorithmic detection or as an experiential, relational, social phenomenon. I argued that
the stakes for defining expertise thoughtfully and intentionally are made clear by the open
question of whether standards and governance frameworks will perpetuate or reconfigure power
relations–in other words, whether they constitute “a view from nowhere” [35] or, alternatively,
a view from somewhere–and if so, where?



To answer this question, I drew on feminist analysis of consent to advocate for considering
what the governance of dark patterns may look if it is based on alternative sites of expertise. In
particular, I argued that the FRIES model demonstrates how expertise can be found in embodied
subjectivity and affective experience in the context of sexual consent. Notably, the model is
applicable to individual interpersonal relationships and is not easily scalable. To some extent,
refusing scalability is part of the point of foregrounding the FRIES model. It is necessarily
contingent, relational, and dynamic.

But on a practical level, in terms of regulatory governance, this argument points to opportu-
nities beyond standards for automated detection. For example, under the FRIES model, consent
is reversible and enthusiastic. In practice, these criteria necessitate a continuous, relational
dialogue among the involved actors. Consent is not a binary variable that can be switched
on in perpetuity. Instead, it is a contingent condition of the relationship among actors. Thus,
identifying violations of consent cannot be reduced to tracing the decision point and assessing
the validity of the initial consent decision. Instead, its continuous legitimacy must be agreed
upon through discovery.

What might this look like for the regulation of dark patterns? Rather than developing
universal standards, a feminist analysis of expertise and consent may suggest a deliberative
approach to identification and evaluation. For example, dark patterns could be identified
by juries constituted by the public and/or civil society organizations that represent different
marginalized perspectives. Such a model would locate expertise in the experiences of various
public(s) rather than the privacy literacy or technical proficiency of individual technocrats.
Such a model would constitute “a view from somewhere”–and would locate the “somewhere”
in the experiences of marginalized identities to contest structural power relations in technology
companies and interfaces.
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